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Introduction

Geckoway is a meme-coin project inspired by Balinese Mythology where geckos are
revered as messengers of blessings and symbols of prosperity. These adorable little
creatures, with their ninja-like agility are the sacred hotline between the divine and us
mortals. They're the spiritual middlemen, connecting Mother Nature, the cosmos, and
abundant prosperity. Gecko Token ($GECKO) is an open-source peer-to-peer digital
meme currency designed to put a smile on your face.

The Way of the Gecko is also a community of friends, living an abundant and prosperous
life in harmony with nature and spirituality and memes.

Technology Stack

Geckoway operates on Base, a secure, low-cost Ethereum Layer 2 network, ensuring
transparency, security, a�ordability and decentralization.

Gecko Token Address
0xeE9E3123dbb3AC5e75C65A1fC4617B2aCC082d85

Gecko Liquidity Pool Address (UniswapV3)
0xdd44C0E83c2570062d1E6Fdd440B4724862e8F31

Website Twitter Uniswap

https://geckoway.io/
https://twitter.com/geckoway_io
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?exactField=input&exactAmount=1&inputCurrency=ETH&outputCurrency=0xeE9E3123dbb3AC5e75C65A1fC4617B2aCC082d85&chain=base


Tokenomics

Our liquidity pool is as sacred as the geckos themselves. 100% of $GECKO tokens in the
liquidity pool are locked forever. Locked liquidity means no rug pulls – just a fair launch
and level playing field for all. That’s the gecko way.

Total Supply
500,000,000

Launch
We believe in a fair launch – no pre-sale or team allocations. All tokens are minted
and placed in the liquidity pool upon launch.

Liquidity
100% of the tokens in the liquidity pool are backed by real GECKO tokens.
Liquidity is added and locked, ensuring a fair and secure trading environment.

Utility
While many cryptocurrencies are valued primarily for their potential to
appreciate, GECKO embodies a more holistic and community-driven concept.
Geckoway introduces the "Store of Prosperity". Holding GECKO tokens is about
living the Geckoway ethos: humor, prosperity, unity, diversity, respect for nature
and empowerment. It's a badge of honor that represents a deeper and more
meaningful connection between cryptocurrency and community values.

Security
Security is our top priority. GECKO's smart contracts have undergone multiple
audits by reputable third-party firms to ensure they're robust and secure. Our
development team follows best practices for contract development and
maintenance.

Roadmap
Our journey is just beginning. The roadmap outlines our plans for the future,
including ecosystem expansion, partnerships, and community-driven initiatives.
We're committed to continuous improvement and growth.

Socials
Twitter https://twitter.com/geckoway_io
Telegram https://t.me/+wfaktBOxlMplODc1
Discord https://discord.gg/pd4JSfXF7x

Conclusion
Geckoway and the Gecko token ($GECKO) is more than just a meme; it's a
movement. The Way of the Gecko is about the embodiment of unity, diversity and
prosperity. Through blockchain technology, the Gecko token ($GECKO) empowers
individuals and communities, providing a space for building shared values and
making a better world. That is the gecko way.

https://twitter.com/geckoway_io
https://t.me/+wfaktBOxlMplODc1
https://discord.gg/pd4JSfXF7x


Disclaimer

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute financial or
investment advice. Cryptocurrency investments carry risks, and readers are encouraged
to conduct their research and consult with financial advisors before participating in any
cryptocurrency project.

The Way of the Gecko starts in you


